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HEADLINES

China ends 2020 with a record 
apple export increase of 25%01

Reduced supply 
of US apple exports02
The recovery of production in 2019, did not make US apple exports improve in the following year. 
Farm-level apple prices (Farmgate price) have dropped from recent highs.

China’s peak production in 2019 amounted to 42.43M MT.
China’s apple exports increased to Vietnam (+55.37%), the Philippines (+68.7%), and Thailand (+38.6%).
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INTRODUCTION

Tridge wholesale production data is a useful tool for exporters and buyers as major 
agricultural commodities are generally analyzed by looking at each region’s national 
production trends. 

These production conditions can be a guide to see which markets are likely to strike in 
the near future or have the potential to go down. Exporters and buyers can use these 
production sets to determine the market equilibrium. Knowing this information will 
improve their ability to forecast and plan to compete in the market of their choice.

China’s apple production sees 
yearly increases as US trade retreats
WHITE PAPER, OCT 2021
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China’s apple exports surged by +25% in 2020, with much higher demand 
from Asian countries. Opposite from that, the US is actually taking a turn to 
slow its trade due to strong domestic interest. 

• Along with the yearly production volume expansion, China’s apple exports 
skyrocket in 2020.

• US‘s interest in domestic apple production, making foreign trade a bit 
backward.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
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LOCAL NEWS

Global production of fresh apples was 872M metric tons 
in 2019 and is projected to register a CAGR of 4.0% over 
the forecast period (2021-2026). 

China becomes the largest apple producer in the world with the EU coming second 
and the US following behind.  In general, China is a very important producer in the 
global market which actively supplies its domestic volumes to the world’s top 
importers. China focuses its distribution to Asian countries, especially to Vietnam, 
the Philippines, and Thailand. Successfully recovered in 2020 with a total value of 
1.5B USD, making the Chinese market shine in recent years. Being in this industry 
for a quite long time, it is important to observe how China’s production has grown 
in the last 5 years as well as other major exporters who have played an important 
role in the industry. Italy, the US, and New Zealand are the main suppliers with the 
highest export value sequentially after China. 

In visualization, Tridge will present worldwide apple production and the total 
export in long-term trends.

Local news - Tridge.com 

Image courtesy of sad24.pl
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https://www.tridge.com/news/global-trends-in-apple-marketing


Tridge wholesale production data is a useful tool for 
exporters and buyers as major agricultural commodities 
are generally analyzed by looking at each region’s 
national production trends. 

These production conditions can be a guide to see which markets are likely to 
strike in the near future or have the potential to go down. Exporters and buyers 
can use these production sets to determine the market equilibrium. Knowing this 
information will improve their ability to forecast and plan to compete in the market 
of their choice.

HOW TRIDGE CAN HELP YOU
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01. China ends 2020 with a record apple export 
increase of 25%

Back in 2020, the global trade flows of fresh apples recorded to decline by 
(-4%) to 6.9B USD. 

The largest export value was shipments from China to Vietnam which amounted 
to 322.1M USD, an increase of +55% YoY. While in second place are the trade 
from Italy to Germany, accounting for 297M USD or an increase of +35% YoY. In 
contrast, the US has been decreasing the supplies to Mexico by around (-9%) 
YoY.

In the last 5 years, China has finally reached its peak production in 2019 with a 
total of 42.43M MT which was only 39.23M MT in the previous year.

Table 1. Top Export Trade Flows for HS Code 080810 (Apples - Fresh)

Trade Data by Trade Flow 
TOP EXPORT TRADE FLOWS FOR HS CODE 080810

Chart 1. Apple Production in China

Apples (FAO Code 0515) Production in China 
PERIOD: 2015 - 2019

Table 2. Top Importers of HS Code 080810 (Apples - Fresh) from China

Trade Data by Countries 
TOP IMPORTERS OF HS CODE 080810 FROM CHINA
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The overall global apple export from China has increased by +25% which 
bounces the total value to 1.5B USD, this also means an increase of 36% in the 
last 5 years considering its value in 2015 stood lower at 1.1B USD.

The export value to the five main importers has increased in a row from the 
2016-2020 period. China’s export of apples to Vietnam grew by (+55.37%) in 
2020, Philippines and Thailand by (+68.7%) and (+38.6%) respectively. Likewise, 
Bangladesh (+20.36%) and Indonesia (+4.12%) also indicate positive growth 
YoY.

The increase in production from year to year seems to have a major impact on 
the growth of China’s exports abroad. In 2020, China’s apple production 
amounted to approximately 44M metric tons. This increase in domestic 

production is driving China’s apple exports to recover in 2020.

China has never been able to reach 0.7 USD/KG during 2015-2018, it finally hit 
an all-time high and the price became twice higher at 1.36 USD/KG in 2020. By 
obtaining accurate farmgate prices, this step can eliminate all confusion 
between producers and buyers, let alone make the apple supply chain 
completely transparent.

02. Reduced supply of US apple exports 

About 5.13M tonnes of apples (fresh) were produced in the United States in 
2020. The top five apple-producing states are Washington, New York, Michigan, 
Pennsylvania, and California. As apples are the most consumed fruit in the US, 
there will be a separation between domestic consumption and those that can 
be exported abroad.

Table 3. Top 10 Export Flows of Apples from China

Top 10 Export Flows of Apples from China 
FLOW: EXPORT · DIMENSION: VALUE · HS CODE: APPLES - FRESH (HS CODE 080810) · EXPORTER: CHINA 
IMPORTER: ALL · YEAR: 2020

Chart 2. Producer Price (Farm Gate Price) of Fresh Apples in China

Trends of Producer Price (Farm Gate Price)
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It was noted that US apple production in the last 5 years was quite unstable. It 
could reach more than 5M MT in 2016 and 2017, but the US production was hit 
by a shortfall which brought its value down to 4.64M MT in 2018. However, in 
the following years (2019), the US registered to produce more and reached 5M 
MT.

US apple exports have decreased by more than -10% YoY or accounted for 
856.8M USD in 2020. Mexico (-9.33%), Canada (-3.57%), and Vietnam (-9.83%) 
were the three top importers which have shown negative growth in recent 
years.

On a closer look, over the past 5 years, Mexico and Canada have reduced their 
demand for US apples slowly and have not recovered until 2020, in contrast to 
Vietnam which only showed negative growth in recent years.

Seeing the decline in exports, it turns out that the US has also cut its imports 
from other major exporters. Imports have been in a downtrend since 2016 and 
the US only buys apples overseas for 181.3M USD in 2020, a decrease of (-24%) 
YoY. Its imports have decreased over the past 5 years from Chile, New Zealand, 
Canada, and Argentina.

Chart 3. Apple Production in the US

Apples (FAO Code 0515) Production in the US
PERIOD: 2015 - 2019

Table 4. Top Importers of HS Code 080810 (Apples - Fresh) from the US

Trade Data by Countries 
TOP IMPORTERS OF HS CODE 080810 FROM THE UNITED STATES

Table 5. US Trade Flow of HS Code 080810 (Apples - Fresh)  to Top Importers

Trade Data by Trade Flow 
TOP IMPORTERS OF HS CODE 080810 FROM THE UNITED STATES
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Overall volume did fall in 2018 after rising slightly in 2019. Although production 
in 2020 could reach more than 5M MT, this is coupled with a strong domestic 
market. With available volume growing quite slowly in the US, it’s no wonder 
exports this year are returning to fall. Moreover, strong domestic demand has 
also shifted the existence of imported apples for the market.

In contrast to China whose farmgate prices doubled in 2019, the US has shown 
a gradual decrease since 2018. The country’s offer price is 0.72 USD/KG in 
2019.

Conclusion

Apples appear to be on a very upward trend in China as a result of the increased 
volume of apples produced and exported.

 The rising production trends coming from China  
 will affect the global apple market

However, this is not the case with the US, whose export-import value fell in 
2020. Over the last 5 years, exports have decreased to Mexico and Canada, 
contributing to the decline in farmgate prices in 2019.

Tridge provides the world production data  
of global agricultural product.

Chart 4. Import Value Trend of HS Code 080810 (Apples - Fresh) Across the Globe

Trade Overview
IMPORT VALUE TREND OF HS CODE 080810 FROM ALL COUNTRIES TO THE UNITED STATES

Chart 5. Producer Price (Farm Gate Price) of Fresh Apples in the US

Trends of Producer Price (Farm Gate Price)
(FARM GATE PRICE)
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https://www.tridge.com/production


ABOUT US

ABOUT TRIDGE
Tridge is a Global Trade Ecosystem in the food and agriculture industry that 
combines professional network and data intelligence and makes trustworthy 
and sustainable cross-border trades possible. We create and provide a very 
unique and powerful global-scale platform for buyers and suppliers to be 
connected and do business with each other more confidently and seamlessly.

Our mission is to become a go-to place for the ultimate sourcing solutions by 
creating a safe and reliable trade community. For Buyers, Tridge consistently 
provides extensive market trend data around the globe, creating opportunities 
in both untapped and existing markets and connecting them with credible 
suppliers. For Suppliers, we identify and develop sales opportunities from the 
regions they could not reach ever before. We combine state-of-the-art 
technology to make this happen. 

For more information visit:
tridge.com 
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